LIKE TO GET TO KNOW YOUR SURROUNDINGS A LITTLE BETTER?
CHECK OUT OUR LIST OF THE TOP THINGS YOU CAN SEE AND DO WHILE YOU ARE HERE, EVEN IF YOU ONLY HAVE AN HOUR OR TWO TO SPARE.

Hilton Budapest is situated within the walls of the historic Castle area. This part of the city was the home of kings of the center of their courts - the embodiment of a flourishing, magnificent and rich culture.

Near sights our guests should not miss:

DOMINICAN CHURCHYARD (IN-HOUSE)
Hilton Budapest has preserved the spirit and traditions of the area. The restored remains of a 13th century Dominican Churchyard and cloister are now incorporated in the modern building. Over the years the Dominican churchyard has become a must include venue for open-air parties and summer festival.

ROYAL CASTLE DISTRICT
Enjoy a walk around the charming, winding streets of the Castle District: explore the former Royal Palace and some of the many interesting museums; marvel at the beautifully reconstructed houses; and sample the cozy cafés and restaurants. Sense the atmosphere of times gone by while enjoying the fresh air and tranquil surroundings.

FISHERMAN’S BASTION - immediately behind Hilton Budapest. It is one of Budapest’s most significant landmarks. Standing on the bastions you get a magnificent view of the Danube River and the impressive buildings of Pest beyond.

MATTHIAS CHURCH - This neo-gothic coronation church – one of the landmarks of Budapest - is situated next to the hotel. Dated back to the early middle Ages, it was rebuilt by 1896. Live concerts and performances are on the program! In front of the Matthias Church in the middle of Szentháromság Square stands the Holy Trinity Column. The inhabitants of Buda to fend of another plague epidemic erected the 14-metre-high monument between 1710 and 1713.

LABYRINTH OF THE CASTLE CAVES - this network of tunnels going on for miles is located beneath the Castle Hill. It contains huge, cavernous rooms, originally intended as cellars and bomb shelters. One section even features reproductions of cave paintings from around Europe.

SECRET MILITARY HOSPITAL AND BUNKER - It’s recalling the hardly known chapters of Hungarian history being the biggest Hungarian waxwork exhibition with more than 40 figures.

ROYAL PALACE - It is 10 minutes walk from the hotel. (Left hand side Szent György Square) It was built in the mid-13 century and it has been the residence of the Hungarian kings for centuries. Today the Hungarian National Gallery with outstanding exhibitions and Budapest Historical Museum, furthermore the National Széchenyi Library is located in the Palace.